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Abstract

Recent research into mRNA maturation processes in the nucleus has identified a number of proteins involved in mRNA transcription, capping, splicing, end processing and export. Among them, the Tap-p15 heterodimer acts as an mRNA export receptor. Tap-p15 is recruited onto fully processed mRNA in the nucleus, which is ready for export to the cytoplasm, through associating with Aly or SR proteins on mRNA, or by directly associating with a constitutive transport element (CTE), an RNA element derived from type D retroviruses. mRNA containing a CTE is exported to the cytoplasm by directly associating with Tap-p15, even in the absence of Tap-recruiting proteins such as Aly or SR proteins on the mRNA. Here, we showed that the use of a CTE enhanced the expression of recombinant protein in human cell lines. The co-expression of reporter proteins and Tap-p15 also enhanced recombinant protein expression. Moreover, the use of a CTE and Tap-p15 synergistically further enhanced the recombinant protein expression. In addition to Tap-p15, several Tap-p15-recruiting proteins, including Aly and SR proteins, enhanced recombinant protein expression, albeit independently of the CTE. The incorporation of a CTE and Tap-p15-recruiting proteins into protein expression system is useful to increase recombinant protein yield in human cells.
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1. Introduction

To express recombinant proteins in animal cells, expression cassettes have been developed, which contain a promoter, a multicloning site to insert the gene of interest and a polyadenylation signal in a plasmid. Simian virus 40 (SV40) and Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) promoters were used in the early stages of recombinant protein expression (Das et al., 1985; Laimins et al., 1984; Yamamoto et al., 1980), but these promoters have disadvantages. The SV40 promoter is relatively weak and the RSV promoter is cell-type specific. The search for strong, ubiquitous promoters identified the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter and the eukaryotic initiation factor 1 alpha promoter (Mizushima and Nagata, 1990; Stenberg et al., 1984; Stinski and Roehr, 1985; Wakabayashi-Ito and Nagata, 1994). At present, these promoters are the most frequently used, both for research and industrial recombinant protein production.

In eukaryotic cells, protein-coding genes are first transcribed as a pre-mRNA in the nucleus. The pre-mRNA undergoes several RNA processing steps, such as 5’-capping, splicing and 3’-end processing. The mature mRNA is exported from the nucleus to the cytosol through the nuclear pore complex and is translated. These gene expression processes are tightly coordinated with each other, to achieve efficient and accurate gene expression (Komili and Silver, 2008; Maniatis and Reed, 2002; Orphanides and Reinberg, 2002). In addition to the mRNA processing steps, the nuclear export of mRNA is essential for eukaryotic gene expression. Studies of the mRNA export pathway led to the identification of the most important factors (Aguilera, 2005; Kohler and Hurt, 2007; Reed and Hurt, 2002; Vinciguerra and Stutz, 2004); these being the hTREX complex and several SR proteins (Cheng et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2004; Jimeno et al., 2002; Katahira et al., 2009; Masuda et al., 2005; Reed and Cheng, 2005; Strasser et al., 2002). When mRNA maturation is completed, mRNA
is recognized by a heterodimer of Tap (also called NXF1) and p15 (also called NXT1), an mRNA export receptor, through associating with the adaptor protein, Aly (a component of the hTREX complex) or SR proteins, including 9G8 and SF2, and is exported to the cytoplasm (Cullen, 2003; Katahira et al., 1999; Stutz and Izaurralde, 2003). In the absence of the Tap-p15 association, the mRNA is retained in the nucleus by the mRNA quality control system (Fasken and Corbett, 2009; Moraes). Thus, the Tap-p15 association with mRNA is an essential step to export most mRNAs, and it functions to integrate several mRNA export pathways. If the expression of Tap or p15 is the limiting step for mRNA export, the forced expression of Tap or p15 may affect protein expression. In the same manner, when the requirement for Tap or p15 is the limiting step for mRNA export, the overexpression of these proteins may efficiently recruit Tap-p15 onto mRNA.

Type D retroviruses such as simian retrovirus type 1, simian retrovirus type 2 and Mason-Pfizer monkey virus contain a conserved cis-acting constitutive transport element (CTE) (Bray et al., 1994; Tabernero et al., 1996; Zolotukhin et al., 1994) that is necessary for virus replication. Tap directly binds to the CTE without any associated proteins and mediates nuclear export of CTE-containing RNAs even if the mRNA contains introns (Bear et al., 1999; Braun et al., 1999; Fontoura et al., 2005; Zolotukhin et al., 2001). CTE-containing mRNA can, therefore, bypass the mRNA quality control system. The interaction between Tap and the CTE, and the processes of viral protein production, have been intensively studied, because some viral protein expression is tightly restricted by the CTE. However, CTEs and Tap have not been used for recombinant protein expression in general.

Here, we attempted to improve current methods for recombinant protein production in human cells using mRNA processing factors and a CTE. These elements
can be incorporated into pre-existing expression systems, including in the basic research for the protein expression to detect protein-protein interaction, the purification of protein complex and the protein-nucleic acid interaction, and the industrial recombinant protein production. We provide evidence that overexpression of Tap-p15, Tap-p15-recruiting proteins and a CTE independently and synergistically support protein production. These findings provide new insight into cellular engineering for gene expression regulated by the mRNA export machinery.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Plasmid construction

To construct pGL3LUC-CTE, the CTE fragment was released from pRSVLUC-CTE by Xba I and was ligated into pGL3LUC. Full-length secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) and erythropoietin (EPO) fragments were obtained by PCR amplification with the addition of restriction enzyme sites at both ends. pcDNA5SEAP and pcDNA5EPO were constructed by subcloning full-length SEAP and EPO containing Bam HI and Xho I sites at their ends into the Bam HI and Xho I sites, respectively, of pcDNA5. pcDNA5SEAP-CTE and pcDNA5EPO-CTE were constructed by subcloning a CTE into the Xho I site of pcDNA5SEAP and pcDNA5EPO, respectively. pCMVFlagp15 was constructed by subcloning full-length p15 containing Eco RI and Xho I sites at its ends into the Eco RI and Xho I sites, respectively, of pCMV2B. pcDNA5Flag9G8 and pcDNA5FlagSF2 were constructed by subcloning full-length 9G8 and SF2 into the Bam HI and Xho I sites of pcDNA5Flag. pcDNA5FlagAly was constructed by subcloning full-length Aly into the Bam HI and Eco RV sites of pcDNA5Flag. The correct construction of each plasmid was confirmed by sequencing.
2.2. Cell culture and transfection

All cell lines used in this study were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Wako, Osaka, Japan) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum under normoxic conditions (5% CO$_2$, 21% O$_2$ and 74% N$_2$) in a humidified CO$_2$ incubator at 37°C. Cells (4 × 10$^4$) were inoculated in a 24-well plate and cultured for 24 h. Transient transfection of CTE-containing plasmids (0.04 µg) was performed with pβactβgal (0.16 µg) using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) reagent according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Co-transfection of CTE-containing plasmids (0.04 µg) and RNA binding proteins such as Tap (0.08 µg) and p15 (0.08 µg) was performed using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent.

2.3. Establishment of EPO-producing cell lines

Flpin293Trex-EPO and Flpin293Trex-EPO-CTE cell lines were obtained by co-transfection of pcDNA5EPO or pcDNA5EPO-CTE, and pOG44 into Flpin293Trex cells. The colonies were selected with 100 µg/ml hygromycin for 10 days. EPO-expressing clones were selected by the EPO assay described below. EPO expression was induced by the addition of doxycycline (0.5 µg/ml) for 48 h. Transient expression of mRNA binding proteins was performed using expression plasmids (0.2 µg) and Lipofectamine 2000 reagent, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After 4 h of transfection, EPO expression was induced by the addition of doxycycline (0.5 µg/ml) for 48 h.

2.4. Reporter assay and western analysis

The culture supernatant and cell lysate were recovered after 24 h of
transfection unless otherwise indicated. The cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline and lysed with passive lysis buffer (Promega, Madison, WI) for 30 min. The clear lysate obtained by a brief spin was used to measure the luciferase activity, β-galactosidase activity and the total protein content. The supernatant was collected and the SEAP and EPO productions were measured.

Luciferase activity was measured as described previously (Fujiwara et al., 2010). SEAP activity in the culture supernatant was measured as described previously (Suzuki et al., 2005). EPO activity in the culture supernatant was measured by a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay as described previously (Masuda et al., 2000a; Masuda et al., 2000b; Masuda et al., 1999). β-galactosidase activity was measured as described previously (Masuda et al., 2000b). The total protein content was measured using a protein assay kit (Nacalai, Kyoto, Japan).

The EPO protein production during the long-term culture was examined as described previously (Nagao et al., 1992). Briefly, the cells were cultured confluent with Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum in a 9 cm tissue culture dish. The media was exchanged to 6ml OPTI-MEM (Invitrogen) supplemented with 0.5% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum. The media was replaced to a fresh media at 24 hours interval. To detect EPO in the culture supernatant by western analysis, the supernatant was concentrated ten times by the centrifuge enrichment. The concentrated sample was separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. EPO was detected with rabbit anti-EPO polyclonal antibody (Masuda et al., 1994; Okano et al., 1993). Proteins were separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Western analysis was performed as described previously (Yamazaki et al., 2010). For western blotting, anti-Flag (M2; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and HA (12CA5; Sigma) antibodies were used as
primary antibodies to detect Flag- and HA-tagged proteins, respectively. Rabbit anti-EPO antibody (Masuda et al., 1994) was used to detect EPO protein.

3. Results

The processes of gene expression in mammalian cells was shown in Supplemental Figure 1A. To evaluate the effect of CTEs on protein expression in general, we inserted a CTE into several reporter constructs with different combinations of promoters (SV40 or CMV) and reporter proteins (luciferase, SEAP or EPO) (Supplemental Figure 1B). Luciferase is a very commonly used reporter protein. SEAP is also frequently used as a reporter; it consists of a homodimer and is secreted into the culture media, enabling assay of the culture media to quantify recombinant protein production. EPO is a heavily glycosylated protein that is also secreted into the culture media. It is used for the pharmaceutical products.

We first examined the expression of luciferase in several human cell lines. The transfection efficiency was normalized to β-galactosidase. The presence of the CTE increased the expression of luciferase 1.4–2.4-fold in all four human cell lines examined, HeLa, MCF7, U2OS and A549 (Figure 1).

To evaluate the effect of Tap-p15 in CTE-containing expression vectors, Tap-p15 was co-expressed in HeLa cells with or without a CTE. Tap-p15 expression enhanced the expression of the luciferase, SEAP and EPO reporters even in the absence of the CTE (Figure 2A, C, E, respectively). The expression of Tap and p15 was confirmed by western blotting (Figure 2B, D, F). In the presence of the CTE, Tap-p15 expression enhanced luciferase, SEAP and EPO expression still further (Figure 2A, C, E, respectively). These results indicate that Tap-p15 enhances gene expression, probably by promoting mRNA export, and that these effects are increased in the
presence of the CTE.

Although the CTE and Tap-p15 increased transient recombinant protein production in human cell lines, precise comparisons could not be made because the overexpression of Tap-p15 per se enhanced gene expression in general, including that of β-galactosidase, and therefore the normalization was performed by total protein content in the transient transfection. To overcome this issue, we established the stably expressing cell lines Flpin293Trex-EPO and Flpin293Trex-EPO-CTE. In Flpin293Trex cell lines, an exogenous plasmid can be integrated into a single defined genomic locus and the expression level of the recombinant protein is extremely similar among clones (Sauer, 1994). In other words, the effect of integration site on gene expression and the copy number of integrated genes need not be considered. We confirmed that EPO secretion into the media was the same in three independent Flpin293Trex-EPO lines (data not shown). Using this expression system, we compared EPO production with or without the CTE. In the presence of the CTE, EPO production was enhanced approximately two-fold (Figure 3A). The EPO proteins produced from both cell lines were highly similar (Figure 3B). Next, the EPO productivity during the long-termination was measured by a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. The EPO production was approximately 3 µg/10^6/day (4 mg/L/day) without CTE element. In contrast, the EPO production was enhanced to 5-6 µg/10^6/day (7-8 mg/L/day) during the culture period. These results suggest that the CTE is also functional in stably expressing cell lines.

To estimate the effect of Tap-p15 and Tap-p15 recruiting proteins, Tap-p15, 9G8, SF2 or Aly were transiently transfected into 293Trex-EPO cells (Figure 4A). Expression of these proteins was confirmed by western blotting (Figure 4B). The overexpression of Tap-p15 and Tap-p15-recruiting proteins enhanced EPO production.
In Flpin293Trex-EPO-CE cells, the transient expression of Tap-p15 and Tap-p15-recruiting proteins further enhanced EPO production (Figure 4C). These results clearly indicate that the overexpression of mRNA processing factors positively affects recombinant EPO protein production in the presence or absence of a CTE.

We also evaluated the effect of the CTE in the widely used animal cell lines CHO and BHK, to assess its applicability in improving pharmaceutical protein production. Surprisingly, protein expression was decreased in both cell lines when the CTE was incorporated (Supplemental Figure 2A and B). Co-expression with human Tap-p15 recovered the protein expression to the levels without the CTE, suggesting that human Tap is required for CTE-containing expression systems, and that hamster Tap might not associate with the CTE (Supplemental Figure 2C). This result indicates that CTE is useful for the recombinant protein expression in human cell lines.

4. Discussion

The CTE is an essential element for the replication of several viruses (Bray et al., 1994; Ernst et al., 1997; Tabernero et al., 1996; Zolotukhin et al., 1994). The CTE functions to export CTE-containing RNA by directly interacting with the mRNA export receptor Tap. Here, we examined the effect of the CTE on recombinant protein expression in human cell lines. We showed that the CTE promoted the expression of the three different transiently transfected reporter proteins and the one stably transfected reporter protein tested. This indicates that the CTE is useful for enhancing recombinant protein expression in human cell lines.

The overexpression of Tap-p15 promoted recombinant protein production independent of the CTE, indicating that normal levels of Tap in these cells are insufficient for maximum production of recombinant protein. Similarly, the
overexpression of Tap-p15-recruiting proteins, 9G8, SF2 and Aly, resulted in enhanced production of recombinant protein. Aly is a component of the hTREX complex and functions to recruit Tap onto mRNA (Zhou et al., 2000). 9G8 and SF2 also function to recruit Tap onto mRNA (Huang et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2004); this common function is probably the role played by these proteins in recombinant protein expression. The fold induction of EPO protein by Tap-p15 was not as effective as that induced by 9G8 expression. There are at least two explanations for this. One is that the expression level of exogenous Tap-p15 was much less than that of 9G8 (Figure 5B and D) and therefore the effect of Tap-p15 could not reach its maximum level. Another explanation is that 9G8 expression is the limiting step for mRNA export in Flpin293Trex cells. Overall however, the expression of Tap-p15 and Tap-p15-recruiting proteins regulates the levels of recombinant protein expression. Further determination of the levels of protein in each cell line will assist the optimization of recombinant protein expression.

For basic research, the incorporation of CTE element into pre-existing expression cassette will further enhance the protein expression of interest. Our approach may support the biochemical and biological analysis using human cells with low efficiency of transfection. For industrial and pharmaceutical protein production, most therapeutic recombinant proteins are now produced in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, because they have been extensively characterized (Durocher and Butler, 2009; Li and d'Anjou, 2009; Mohan et al., 2008; Sethuraman and Stadheim, 2006). Other animal cell lines, including three of human origin, are also used for therapeutic recombinant protein production, for example, BHK, HT1080, Namalwa and HEK293 (Durocher and Butler, 2009; Li and d'Anjou, 2009). One advantage of human cells is that human cell-based expression systems are expected to produce recombinant proteins with post-translational modifications more similar to their natural counterparts. There are at
least three post-translational differences between human cells and, CHO and BHK cells. First, BHK and CHO cells lack certain sugar-transferring enzymes (e.g., alpha1-3/4 fucosyltransferases, alpha2-6 sialyltransferases) (Grabhorst et al., 1999). As a result, these cells do not synthesize particular human tissue-specific terminal carbohydrate motifs required for its biological activity (Lee et al., 2009; Seppala et al., 2007). Second, gamma-carboxyglutamyl residues are essential for some proteins, such as protein C (Suttie, 1986). Third, the potentially immunogenic N-glycolylneuraminic acid residues are synthesized in most mammalian cells, including CHO and BHK cells, but are not synthesized in human cells (Padler-Karavani et al., 2008; Tangvoranuntakul et al., 2003). Therefore, production of therapeutic proteins in human cells is also expected to reduce potential immune reactions against non-human epitopes. Thus, research into improving yields of protein production in human cells is highly worthwhile.

In the present study, we used the human cell line to examine the effect of CTE and Tap-p15-recruiting proteins whether the use of CTE enhanced the recombinant protein productivity. The enhancement of EPO productivity is stable and 1.7 to 2 fold during the culture periods, indicating this production system is useful for the recombinant protein production. The productivity of EPO protein was less than 10 \( \mu g/10^6/day \) because Flpin293Trex-EPO and Flpin293Trex-EPO-CTE cell lines contained just one transgene in the defined genome locus. Therefore Flpin293Trex cell line was not adequate for the summit production of recombinant protein but suitable to compare the recombinant production on the same background. Recent mammalian cells have high productivity of 20-60 \( \mu g/10^6/day \) although most of these results were obtained from CHO cells (Demain and Vaishnav, 2009). The incorporation of multi-copy transgene into active genome locus of the parental HEK293 cell line will further enhance the EPO production. At present, the use of a CTE in recombinant
protein production is advantageous in human cells, but not in CHO and BHK cells. To search for a CTE-like element that directly recruits hamster Tap onto mRNA might be a promising strategy for the enhancement of recombinant protein production in CHO and BHK cells.
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Figure legends

Fig. 1. The presence of a constitutive transport element (CTE) enhanced the expression of luciferase in four human cell lines. A, HeLa cells; B, MCF7 cells; C, U2OS cells; D, A549 cells. CTE(–) and CTE(+) indicate the absence or presence of a CTE in the expression plasmid, respectively. Luciferase activity was normalized to β-galactosidase and is indicated by fold induction. The data shown are the means ± SD of triplicate experiments.

Fig. 2. The presence of a constitutive transport element (CTE) and Tap-p15 individually and synergistically enhanced the expression of reporter proteins in HeLa cells. A, C, E, Luciferase (Luc), secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) and erythropoietin (EPO) expressions, respectively, were measured and normalized to total protein content. The data shown are the means ± SD of triplicate experiments. B, D, F, western blotting was performed using anti-HA, anti-Flag and anti-actin antibodies to detect HA-Tap, Flag-p15 and endogenous actin, respectively, for normalization.

Fig. 3. The presence of a constitutive transport element (CTE) enhanced the expression of erythropoietin (EPO) in Flpin293Trex stably transfected cell lines. CTE(–) and CTE(+) indicate the absence or presence of a CTE in the expression plasmid, respectively. A, EPO secretion in the culture media was normalized to total protein content and is indicated as fold induction. The data shown are the means ± SD of triplicate experiments. B, The western analysis of EPO protein. EPO secretion in the culture media was detected with anti-EPO polyclonal antibody. C, The EPO production with or without CTE element was measured by sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. The EPO production in the absence and presence of CTE was
indicated with closed circle and closed square, respectively. The data shown are the means ± SD of triplicate experiments.

Fig. 4. The expression of RNA-binding proteins enhanced erythropoietin (EPO) production in Flpin293Trex stably transfected cell lines. A, C, EPO secretion in the culture media was measured and normalized to total protein content. The data shown are the means ± SD of triplicate experiments. B, D, Western blotting was performed using anti-Flag, anti-HA and anti-actin antibodies to detect HA-Tap, Flag-fusion proteins of 9G8, p15, SF2 and Aly, and endogenous actin, respectively, for normalization. The bands for 9G8 and SF2 are broad because of the different levels of serine phosphorylation in the RS domain of SR proteins.

Supplemental Figure legends
Fig. 1. Strategy for efficient recombinant protein expression using a viral constitutive transport element (CTE) and mRNA-binding proteins. A, mRNA maturation and export in mammalian cells. In mammalian cells, most pre-mRNAs contain introns, which are removed by mRNA splicing. Some genes are intronless. The hTREX complex is recruited onto both types of mRNA. Aly is a component of the hTREX complex and recruits Tap onto mRNA. The SR proteins 9G8 and SF2 are recruited onto mRNA during splicing and recruit Tap onto mRNA. Tap-p15 is thus recruited onto mRNA through its association with Aly or SR proteins. Viral RNAs containing a CTE sequence directly associate with Tap. The heterodimer Tap-p15 functions as an mRNA export receptor. (AAAAA)n indicates 3’
polyadenylation of the mRNA. B, Schematics of the plasmids used. SV40P, SV40 promoter; CMVP, CMV promoter; Luc, luciferase; SEAP, secreted alkaline phosphatase; EPO, erythropoietin; CTE, constitutive transport element.

Fig. 2. The presence of a constitutive transport element (CTE) did not enhance the expression of luciferase in CHO and BHK cell lines. A, CHO cells; B, BHK cells; (−) and (+) indicate the absence or presence of a CTE in the expression plasmid, respectively. Luciferase activity was normalized to β-galactosidase and is indicated by fold induction. The data shown are the means ± SD of triplicate experiments. C, Luciferase activity was normalized to total protein content and is indicated as fold induction. The data shown are the means ± SD of triplicate experiments. D, Western blotting was performed using anti-HA, anti-Flag and anti-actin antibodies to detect HA-Tap, Flag-p15 and endogenous actin, respectively, for normalization.
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A: Bar graph showing the fold change in EPO levels between CTE(-) and CTE(+) conditions.

B: Western blot analysis depicting proteins of different molecular weights (kDa) in CTE(-) and CTE(+) samples.

C: Graph illustrating the change in EPO levels (µg/10^6/day) over 16 culture days, with error bars indicating variability.
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